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MODERATE

SUMMARY

Over the course of the last two decadesdecade the Gold Butte TrespassTrespas case its perceived political

implicationsimplication and its primary subject Cliven Bundy have garnered significant local and national media

attention In the StatesState RightsRight and Sovereign Citizen arenasarena BundysBundy plight has been highlighted as

prime example of the overstepping of federal authoritiesauthoritie and benchmark case for the Transfer of

Public Land effortseffort throughout the West Bundy himself is an aggressive and vocal proponent of StatesState

RightsRight issuesissue ownership and transfer of public land to the StatesState the Constitutional authoritiesauthoritie of

federal LEOsLEO on public land and the statusstatu of land and ranching operationsoperation in Nevada Several of his

family membersmember espouse similar viewsview and have taken up their fathersfather cause both publically and

privately in their own interactionsinteraction with LEOsLEO and government officialsofficial Based on the notoriety of thisthi

case the actionsaction of Bundy and his inner circle over the yearsyear and the possibility that fringe elementselement

may adopt BundysBundy cause as viable platform for action the BLM Office of Law Enforcement and

Security OLESOLE assessesassesse that there are three primary risksrisk that need to be addressed when calculating

the overall Risk Assessment for the Gold Butte TrespassTrespas Operation These risksrisk include the Internal

Threat stemming from Bundy his family and his close associatesassociate local protestsprotest groupsgroup activistsactivist

and the threat of random actsact of Sagebrush Rebellion activity aimed at disrupting LEO operationsoperation

and the External Threat posed by violent or potentially violent StatesState Rights/Sovereign Citizen-

oriented groupsgroup or individualsindividual The BLM Office of Law Enforcement and Security has reviewed and

analyzed these threatsthreat and has developed plansplan and SOPsSOP to mitigate these risksrisk where possible.1

For additional assessment data see Appendix Southern Nevada Counterterrorism Center Threat Assessment March

2012 and Appendix FBI Behavioral AnalysisAnalysi UnitsUnit Assessment of Clive Bundy March 2011

RISK FACTOR
Internal Threat

Cliven Bundy Family and Close AssociatesAssociate

THREAT LEVEL MODERATE

ThisThi Risk Factor has two componentscomponent the first being Cliven Bundy himself and the second being his

family and close associatesassociate While the two are intimately connected and BLM assessesassesse that Bundy has

significant influence over the actionsaction of his family/close associatesassociate the possibility of independent

action on behalf of one or more of these individualsindividual doesdoe exist As such BLM has looked closely at how

to mitigate the overall risk factor and its individual componentscomponent separately
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CLIVEN BUNDY THREAT LEVEL MODERATE

Over the past two decadesdecade the subject of the investigation Cliven Bundy Bundy has

publicly stated his position of disagreement with the Bureau of Land Management BLM in

myriad of venuesvenue In publication entitled Hotline on May 16 1994 Bundy stated that BLM
has no authority that the endangered speciesspecie act is illegal and that the federal government is

trespassing on what should be state or private land Bundy went on to say will do whatever

it takestake If dont show resistance theyll come and do whatever they darn well please In

related Las VegasVega Review Journal Article on March 22 1996 Bundy stated that hell do

whatever it takestake .. even if he has to resort to armed resistance

review of BLM filesfile showsshow Cliven Bundy has long history of non-compliance and

confrontation with the BLM dating back from 1993 to the present.2 Bundy has failed to pay any
of the finesfine thusthu far levied against him for the cattle trespasstrespas going back to 1993 While these

encountersencounter never devolved into direct violence towardstoward any LEO or government officialsofficial the

passive threat of violence frequently permeated these encountersencounter Throughout the 1990s1990
several of BundysBundy sonsson had run-insrun-in with local State and Federal LEOsLEO resulting in chargescharge

ranging from Obstructing an Officer Resisting Arrest and Failure to stop.3 Again these

interactionsinteraction did not result in direct actsact of violence but were indicative of pervasive disregard

for LEO authority and overall non-compliance

Throughout the 199 0s to the present the themestheme in BundysBundy political rhetoric have changed
little although his presentation has become more mainstream academic and formalized He is

using social media the blogosphere4 and organized eventsevent to expressexpres his Constitutionalist

viewpointsviewpoint and garner support for his cause In recent yearsyear Bundy has stepped up his media

presence however he appearsappear to have tempered his previously threatening language or at

least opted for more veiled language

While he continuescontinue to state that he will do whatever it takestake to defend his family and his

property he has backed off on using specific termsterm such as armed resistance replacing these

with threatsthreat of legal action organized protestsprotest and more obtuse termsterm that could imply whole

spectrum of reactionsreaction to government action These veiled threatsthreat may be part of BundysBundy
overall strategy to derail round-up operation before it beginsbegin He may believe that even the

potential for violent outcome may cause the federal government to take pause and rethink

round-up operation Bundy is savvy enough to understand that if he keepskeep his threatsthreat obtuse

he doesdoe not risk violating any criminal lawslaw while leaving enough of question to make the

government uncertain of his intentionsintention

In March 2014 newsnew article Bundy stated Im going to hold these people BLM and othersother

involved in round-up liable and legally accountable for their actionsaction with any lawsuitslawsuit that

need to do And what if all that failsfail If so Bundy said he will circle the wagonswagon and continue to

make as much noise as he can Ill bring my friendsfriend relativesrelative and supporterssupporter together to

protest against thisthi whole thing And then we will do whatever we have to do after that5 In

another article Bundy stated Ill do whatever it takestake to protect my life liberty and property

dont know what it will take guessgues lot of media family friendsfriend whoever will stand with me
want to give fair warning will hold the state and county officialsofficial accountable and liable will

also make any cowboy contractor who collectscollect the cattle legally accountable That meansmean Ill sue

em In the same article Bundy said GunsGun are not my intent.6 In March 2014 Bundy

contacted prospective BLM contractor threatening legal action if he partook in the BLM

operation He warned the contractor that he would turn his clientsclient against him and slander him

in the media Bundy made no mention of nor did he insinuate that the contractor would face
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any physical threat for his involvement.7

ASSESSMENT

BLM assessesassesse that BundysBundy focusfocu on legal and economic retribution media exploitation and

organized protestsprotest coupled with his diminished physical threatsthreat may be an indicator that

Bundy himself is lessles prone to initiate or support pre-emptive violence against an LEO

operation The threatsthreat he has made to do whatever it takestake appear to be more reactive than

proactive leaving BLM to assessasses that although Bundy may support violent reaction to

perceived threat to his property family or person he is not likely planning any preemptive

strike against our operation That being said BLM doesdoe not have enough information to

determine his threshold for thisthi perceived threat or the precise trigger point that would elicit

violent response BLM assessesassesse that any movesmove against his private land/home his person or his

family would likely fall within thisthi threshold However it is unclear whether his dispersed

cattle fall within thisthi realm While round-up of the dispersed cattle those located off his

private land is the focal point of his entire cause it is unclear whether he will resort to or

support violent response in order to protect these cowscow ThisThi analysisanalysi has not determined

clear line in the sand in regardsregard to what Bundy considersconsider mere overstepping by the

government versusversu direct threat nor are we able to determine what his reaction would be to

direct threat Given that Bundy himself has said he would under certain circumstancescircumstance

respond to threat with violence BLM must accept it as possibility

It is important to note that thisthi cause has been BundysBundy lifeblood for over two decadesdecade He

seemsseem to revel in being called the last Rancher in Nevada and hero for StatesState RightsRight

Although BundysBundy actionsaction towardstoward the BLM thusthu far have been measured and calculated thisthi is

an emotional issue and with it may come emotional responsesresponse If pressed into corner and

faced with having to defend his reputation personal property and his cause his reactionsreaction may
be hard to forecast Bundy seessee his personal legal battle as fight for the greater good and he

seessee himself as champion of the local ranchersrancher private citizenscitizen and the State of Nevada

against the evilsevil of the federal government As noted in 2014 newsnew article ThisThi is not just

about trying to eliminate Cliven Bundy in the ranching businessbusines Bundy said Because once

am off the land theyll want you off the land too Then the federal government will have full

policing power and rule as though we were just territory and not sovereign state So Im not

just fighting for my rightsright Im fighting for freedom liberty agency and accessacces to their landsland for

all citizenscitizen in Clark County Yes it is my rightsright on the line but it is yoursyour also.8

Once the operation beginsbegin it will be important to maintain low profile when operating around

Bundy his property and his supporterssupporter It is likely that Bundy and his supporterssupporter will be

waiting for any opportunity to escalate the situation yet remain in the right in the eyeseye of the

media and the populace As such his group will likely be sensitive to even the slightest

provocation on the part of law enforcement and will capitalize on any opportunity to justify

going handshand on with LEOsLEO They will also be looking for any opportunity to exploit the media

coverage of the situation so BLM expectsexpect to be video and audiotaped during any interactionsinteraction

with the public and during all aspectsaspect of the round-up

Historically Bundy has been the patriarch of his family and likely wieldswield significant influence

over the actionsaction of his sonsson and close associatesassociate That being said several of his sonsson Ryan in

particular have shown signssign of more radical thinking and predisposition for independent

action While BLM assessesassesse that Bundy will likely call the shotsshot in regardsregard to any organized

response it is possible that his sonsson or associatesassociate may take mattersmatter into their own handshand or act

contrary to BundysBundy directivesdirective if they are out on their own and confronted with questionable

scenario ThisThi is why BLM has taken closer look at key individualsindividual within BundysBundy inner
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circle in order to addressaddres thisthi possibility and establish some mitigating factorsfactor to limit them

In more recent timestime January of 2003 Bundy became angry with BLM fire crew and blocked their vehicle with his truck

while threatening to take you down right here In July of 2011 Bundy was issued citation by BLM for unauthorized use of

public landsland for diverting water waysway Again he was non-compliant and did not show up for his mandatory court appearance
DiscussionsDiscussion with Mesquite Police Department PD personnel in August of 2011 indicated that Cliven Bundy and his family

have had several issuesissue with the local authoritiesauthoritie and according to the Detective Mesquite PD usesuse extreme caution when

dealing with them

Ryan Bundy 1994 Fail to pay entrance fee- ran from the NPS RangersRanger 21 mile vehicle pursuit arrested chargescharge
dismissed 2007 Obstruct an Officer guilty/MSDM and Concealed Wpn violation- dismissed Ammon Bundy 1998 Resist

Public Officer guilty/MSDM Mel Bundy 1998 Resist Public Officer guilty/MSDM Cliven Lance Bundy Recent Criminal

History includesinclude multiple Felony offensesoffense Burglary Larceny of Firearm Contempt of Court Drug-related offensesoffense

Personal Blog www bundyranch hiogspot corn

http//mvuroress.com/2014/03/19/bunkerville-rancher-ureuares-to-battle-feds-aain-for-land/ Bunkerville Ranger

Prepared to Battle FedsFed Again for Land by Vernon Robison Moapa Valley ProgressProgres 03/19/2014

6htt//www.thespectrum.com/apps/pbcs.dll/articleAID/201403132002/DVTONLINE01/303130030 Bundy SaddlesSaddle

Up by Mike Donahue Desert Valley TimesTime 03/13/2014

For more information see internal Memorandum of Interview- Scott RobinsRobin 03/14/2014

http//mvuroress.com/2014/03/19/bunkerville-rancher-ureuares-to-battle-feds-aain-for-land/ Bunkerville Ranger

Prepared to Battle FedsFed Again for Land by Vernon Robison Moapa Valley ProgressProgres 03/19/2014

RISK MITIGATION Tactical and Strategic

Tactical Planning BLM intendsintend to have significant law enforcement presence during

every aspect of the operation to ensure the safety of all the BLM employeesemployee civilian and

LEO contractorscontractor and other official personnel These mitigating factorsfactor will come into play

not just for threatsthreat posed by Cliven Bundy and his family but also those posed by external

threatsthreat from protest groupsgroup activistsactivist and violent extremistsextremist

Incident Command Post ICP AccessAcces to the ICP will be closely monitored and

controlled The roadsroad leading into the ICP and the individual facilitiesfacilitie will be

accessacces controlled to ensure that only authorized personnel can enter the area

Uncleared personnel will require escortsescort at all timestime All contractorscontractor and BLM

personnel will have color of the day wristbandswristband for easy identification

Operational Area closure order will be put into effect on 27/March providing

full week to clear the area of unauthorized personsperson prior to the start of

operationsoperation circa 5/April The closure order enablesenable BLM LEOsLEO to cite people for

violating the closure order and remove/arrest them from the area if necessary

ThisThi will ensure that Bundy as well as other family membersmember protestorsprotestor or

agitatorsagitator can be legally and swiftly removed from the area if they try to enter

during operationsoperation As first line of defense uniformed LEOsLEO will be deployed to

critical road junctionsjunction around the closure area to block and turn away
unauthorized traffic trying to enter into the area and to ensure that key accessacces

routesroute are cleared of possible blockades/obstaclesblockades/obstacle The second line of defense

will be the interdiction teamsteam which will be in place at key locationslocation around the

impound sitessite intercepting potential threatsthreat as they are identified Two static
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elevated LP/OP teamsteam will also be monitoring the operational sitessite and relaying

intelligence to the interdiction teamsteam regarding potential threatsthreat Additional

roving teamsteam will serve as back-up to the interdiction teamsteam as needed and will

assist in critical response

RoutesRoute BLM has identified three ingress/egressingress/egres sitessite into the impound area

none of which require passing BundysBundy private residence/ranch By varying the

routesroute in and out of the operational site BLM lessenslessen the likelihood of planned

blockage/ambush/attack on official vehiclesvehicle at variousvariou chokepointschokepoint along the

routesroute These routesroute also allow for more robust egressegres plansplan in case of an

emergency checkpoint system has been emplaced along the routesroute to enable

official vehiclesvehicle to accurately convey their current locationslocation which will be

essential in critical incident or emergency egressegres The checkpoint system also

providesprovide the ICP with more accurate meansmean of pinpointing the location of

potential threat and relaying thisthi information to the deployed teamsteam

Critical Response Depending upon the nature and location of the critical

incident either the FBI SWAT Team and/or the NPS/USPP Special Event Tactical

Team SETT will serve as the primary response force for critical incident

involving violence or the threat of violence The FBI SWAT teamsteam package

includesinclude helicopter outfitted with FLIR and other specialized equipment Mine

Resistant Armor Protected Vehicle MRAP and two hostage negotiatorsnegotiator The

SETT Team which is trained specifically to handle large demonstrationsdemonstration crowd

control and massmas arrest scenariosscenario has the gambit of non-lethal and lethal

weaponsweapon at their disposable BLM investigative teamsteam will deploy to all critical

incidentsincident to back-up the critical incident response teamsteam assist in the post-

incident investigation and provide continual video coverage of the response to

ensure that all LEO actionsaction are properly documented

First Amendment Area In order to provide protest groupsgroup safe environment

to gather and speak that will not impede operationsoperation BLM will establish

designated First Amendment area Several uniformed BLM LEOsLEO will patrol the

First Amendment area to provide overall security and assist in identifying and

mitigating potential threatsthreat or issuesissue BLM will also integrate plain-clothed

Special AgentsAgent into the area to monitor activity collect intelligence and assist the

SETT teamsteam if critical incident occursoccur The SETT teamsteam will be on stand-by near

the First Amendment area prepared to deploy if critical incident eruptserupt within

thisthi area

BundysBundy Home covert LP/OP will provide 24/7 coverage on BundysBundy private

residence to monitor his movementsmovement and obtain intelligence regarding potentially

dangerousdangerou behavior on the part of Bundy his family or other visitorsvisitor ThisThi may
provide early warning if Bundy or his associatesassociate are planning massmas movement
out of his private residence and into key operational areasarea

Cattle Pens/ConvoysPens/Convoy Cattle penspen will be secured 24/7 by uniformed BLM

personnel to ensure the integrity of the fence line is maintained and to ward off

potential interference by activistsactivist ConvoysConvoy of cattle will be secured via unmarked

BLM LEOsLEO from the Nevada holding areasarea to the Utah Auction site Coordination

has been made with Nevada and Utah Highway PatrolsPatrol and Utah Department of

Public Safety to ensure quick response to any potential interference while the
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truckstruck are in route

Auction Site Uniformed BLM LEOsLEO will provide 24/7 coverage of the auction site

throughout the duration of time that the cattle are present at the facility In

addition uniformed BLM LEO will provide security at the BLM Field Office

during office hourshour to protect BLM employeesemployee and monitor protest activity The

Sevier County Sheriff as well as SheriffsSheriff from the surrounding countiescountie have been

briefed on the operation and the potential threatsthreat The Sevier County Sheriff has

assured BLM that he will provide appropriate response teamsteam to react to any
criminal activity involving the cattle in route or while at the auction house which

is private property

Training/Liaison ActivitiesActivitie BLM plansplan to conduct full day of tabletop

exercisesexercise with key BLM FBI and SETT leadership to discussdiscus contingency plansplan
and SOPsSOP for critical incident response ThisThi will ensure that all the key elementselement

of the operation are in sync and communicating acrossacros agency linesline Internally

the BLM plansplan to brief every official participant on the threat assessment and the

risksrisk they may face BLM leadership has planned for multiple venuesvenue to sensitize

participating LEOsLEO to the risksrisk and SOPsSOP for thisthi event to include Webinar

week prior to execution full staff in-brief two daysday before kick-off and shift

briefingsbriefing immediately before kick-off and prior to each shift They will sensitize

LEOsLEO to the likelihood that Bundy and his supporterssupporter may try to provoke
reaction verbal or otherwise from them to serve his purposespurpose All OfficersOfficer will

be reminded of the high probability that they will be audio/video taped at any
time and will make sure to direct any inquiriesinquirie to the Public AffairsAffair office or the

ICP

Strategic

At thisthi time BLM has no plansplan to enter BundysBundy private property or residence and

there is no arrest or search warrant tied to thisthi case As such BLMsBLM direct

involvement with BundysBundy person family or private property at the onset of

operationsoperation should be minimal ThisThi may help minimize BundysBundy view that BLM

plansplan to directly threaten his family private property other than cattle or his

person BLM has identified alternative routesroute to reach most of the collection sitessite

and staging areasarea which enablesenable us to avoid driving past BundysBundy property ThisThi
should limit any perceived provocation and cut down on BundysBundy ability to remain

on his private property yet maintain visual and physical accessacces to BLM vehiclesvehicle

and personnel The majority of BLM senior LEOsLEO along with those LEOsLEO most

likely to interact with Bundy his family and any protest leadership will be in

casual BLM uniformsuniform vice more overtly tactical onesone The intent is to lower the

profile of those LEOsLEO most likely to be in the spotlight and present lessles tactical

presence in areasarea where BLM expectsexpect higher concentration of media protestorsprotestor

and potential instigatorsinstigator

BLM is considering beginning impound operationsoperation in more remote areasarea further

away from BundysBundy home and the BLM staging areasarea ThisThi will lessen the

likelihood that Bundy and his supporterssupporter will encounter large LEO force right off

the bat and make it harder for these individualsindividual to locate and disrupt early

operationsoperation At the initial onset of the round-up BLM leadership will assessasses the

demeanor size and overall disposition of the BundysBundy their supporterssupporter and other
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groupsgroup gathered in the First Amendment zone If tensionstension are running too high
BLM leadership may opt to forgo any active round-up operationsoperation for the first day
or two in order to allow for de-escalation and reassessment Due to the length of

the time allotted for the operation and the vast area the operation coverscover BLM

leadership can remain flexible with their operational tempo and halt cancel or

shift any part of the operation to avoid or minimize potential threat as it

surfacessurface

One of BundysBundy strategiesstrategie all along has been to derail the BLM processproces before any

impounding occurred By seeking legal injunctionsinjunction warding off contractorscontractor by

lobbing legal and economic threatsthreat and issuing veiled threatsthreat of violence against

BLM Bundy has tried to thwart impound operationsoperation ThusThu far he has been fairly

successful and he knowsknow it In 2012 the operation was cancelled within daysday of

kick-off which Bundy likely attributesattribute to his own actionsaction Much of the current

operational planning and pre-execution activitiesactivitie mirror the lead-up to the 2012

operation which was cancelled last minute As such Bundy may retain some

semblance of hope that the same thing will happen thisthi time around However it

is important that Bundy realize that impound operationsoperation are imminent so he can

begin developing Plan i.e how he is going to react and control those around

him once operationsoperation begin While thisthi planning time presentspresent double-edged

sword for our LEO operationsoperation it may help limit an overly emotional reaction by
him and his supporterssupporter and provide Bundy time to really weigh his optionsoption

identify and organize key playersplayer and decide how he wantswant to handle the

possibility of violence It is in our best interestsinterest to face off against more stable

and measured Bundy contingent vice caged and reactive one Bundy received

legal notification in early 2014 warning him that he had 45 daysday to remove his

cattle or they would be impounded In mid-March he also received signed

Notice of Intent to Impound from the BLM restating BLMsBLM intent to impound his

cattle In late February 2014 the Las VegasVega Sheriff and contingent of senior

officersofficer informed Bundy face-to-face of the upcoming operation In mid-March

two BLM Special AgentsAgent contacted Bundy and several family membersmember to expressexpres
the same imminence The newsnew media has pegged the start date at late March-

early April As such Bundy is on notice that thisthi is moving forward and must

begin facing the possibility that the operation will be executed

BUNDY FAMILY MEMBERSMEMBER THREAT LEVEL MODERATE

Bundy has large extended family to include five sonsson and daughter from his first marriage and six

daughtersdaughter and son from his current marriage to Carol Bundy Several of his sonsson have stood with him

throughout the variousvariou legal proceedingsproceeding related to the case and publicly espouse similar viewsview to their

father regarding the Constitution StatesState RightsRight and their plight against the BLM BLM expectsexpect Bundy

to rally his sonsson to his side during thisthi event Given their involvement over the yearsyear history with law

enforcement and their personal political activism BLM considersconsider them as potential risk to our

operation

RYAN BUNDY THREAT LEVEL MODERATE/HIGH

Since the mid-1990smid-1990 Ryan has been staunch supporter of his fathersfather cause vocal

proponent of StatesState RightsRight and local political activist In 1994 Ryan refused to pay fee to

enter an NPS-controlled area stating that he did not recognize NPS federal authority When he

was approached by local NPS LEOsLEO he fled leading the police on 21-mile pursuit nearly
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crashing into an NPS patrol vehicle These chargescharge were ultimately dismissed however Ryan
made it known that he did not respect or recognize the authority of the NPS RangersRanger In 2007

he was found guilty of Obstructing an Officer misdemeanor He was charged with concealed

weaponsweapon violation during the same encounter but it was dismissed Video of the incident

showsshow Ryan in an extremelyagitated state refusing to comply with the Cedar City Police Officer

who initially pulled him over The altercation resulted in Ryan becoming physically aggressive

with two officersofficer requiring them to go handshand on and ultimately gain submission via the threat

of Taser deployment In 2012 he was found guilty of Wrongful Appropriation Misdemeanor
Despite his criminal history Ryan appearsappear to be productive and active member of his

community He currently ownsown his own construction businessbusines has wife and seven kidskid and

made two unsuccessful bidsbid for State Representative seat in Cedar City UT In the lead-up to

the 2012 operation Ryan was interviewed several timestime by LV detectivesdetective Ryan spent most of

the interviewsinterview passionately expressing his political viewsview and reasserting his support for his

fathersfather cause Although he became agitated during discussionsdiscussion about the SheriffsSheriff lack of active

support for Bundy he appeared generally stable and non-threatening However he did state

that he and his family were not violent people but that they would defend their liveslive and

property

In March 2014 two BLM Special AgentsAgent conducted telephonic interview with Ryan during

which they experienced more volatile individual Ryan repeatedly informed the AgentsAgent that

he and his family will do whatever it takestake to stop the gather During heated back-and-forth

with the AgentsAgent Ryan said All we are going to do is defend We are not offensive people We
are not making any attacksattack If you guysguy attack us then we have no alternative but to defend

ourselvesourselve When the Agent specified And by attack you mean take your cowscow Ryan

answered Is that not an attack enough If someone showed up at your house and tried to take

your property what would you do Unlike Cliven BundysBundy veiled and vague threatsthreat

insinuating violence the AgentsAgent felt that RyansRyan threatsthreat were significantly more pointed

bordering on criminal discussionsdiscussion with US Attorney regarding RyansRyan threatsthreat are ongoing
Confidential Informant reported that in recent monthsmonth Ryan stated that his family was backed

into corner and was going to give life or take life in defense of their land and cattle

from the BLM Ryan likened himself to the Book of Mormon Prophet Moroni who defended his

land against evil men by going to war

Given his recent behavior past and recent commentscomment and his prior criminal history BLM
considersconsider Ryan to be the most volatile threat within the Bundy inner circle BLM assessesassesse it is

likely that Ryan will make his way to Bunkerville at the start of operationsoperation There is high

probability that he will try to either provoke our LEOsLEO into an altercation or initiate an

encounter resulting in physical encounter and/or his arrest or detention

RISK MITIGATION

Local police in Cedar City UT have offered to conduct surveillance on RyansRyan home and his

movementsmovement in the area in the lead-up to the operation ThisThi may provide some indication as

to what his intentionsintention are prior to the operation and provide an early warning if he headshead to

Nevada AgentsAgent are meeting with the US AttorneysAttorney Office to discussdiscus possible criminal

chargescharge or the possibility of issuing an order of protection against him thusthu keeping him

away from the BLM operation Ryan is Utah resident and due to recent criminal activity he

is classified as restricted person meaning he cannot lawfully carry concealed weapon in

UT or NV All OfficersOfficer involved in the operation will be sensitized to RyansRyan background and

the likelihood that he will insert himself into thisthi operation
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MEL DAHLEN BUNDY THREAT LEVEL MODERATE

Although not an outspoken advocate like Ryan Mel has alwaysalway stood by his dad and seemsseem to

maintain similar political viewsview as his brother and father In 1999 Mel was found guilty of

Resisting Arrest From 2012 to the present he has been the subject of BLM TrespassTrespas

investigation as he is suspected of squatting on BLM land adjacent to BundysBundy private property

At thisthi time Mel maintainsmaintain 5th wheel trailer on thisthi BLM site however it is unclear whether

he occupiesoccupie it regularly Mel is married with three children and appearsappear to be employed full-

time however thisthi is not confirmed During an interview with LEOsLEO in 2012 regarding thisthi

issue Mel was friendly and appeared fairly measured in his viewpointsviewpoint stating that he and his

family were raised to be peaceful and not take up armsarm to resolve disputesdispute with the

government In 2012 David Catoor resident of Bunkerville and BLM contractor associated

with thisthi operation assessed that Mel was the family member that concerned him most ThisThi

was based on MelsMel relationship with his dad his close proximity to the Ranch and his

personality Despite dearth of current information on Mel he is considered potential threat

given his close personal and physical proximity to the Bundy ranch and his support for his

fathersfather effortseffort

CLIVEN LANCE BUNDY THREAT LEVEL MODERATE

LancesLance political activism and involvement in his fathersfather affairsaffair have not been recorded or

documented as of late Lance is concern to BLM because of his criminal history and recorded

drug issuesissue As result of multiple convictionsconviction in 2012 including Burglary Larceny of

Firearm and Contempt of Court Lance is currently on supervised Probation through the Nevada

Drug Court program Although Adult Probation and Parole OfficersOfficer involved in LancesLance case

believe that he may have had falling out with his father over money it is unclear whether

family crisiscrisi such as thisthi operation would draw him back to Bunkerville to support his father

Given his criminal history drug issuesissue and possible accessacces to firearmsfirearm thisthi makesmake him

potential threat to BLMsBLM operation

RISK MITIGATION

Lance is required to attend drug counseling twice week Per his Probation Officer he has

counseling sessionssession scheduled for April 3rd 7th and 9th at 6pm in Las VegasVega and every

Monday/Thursday thereafter throughout the operation Lance is also scheduled for face-to-

face with his P0 on April 3rd at 0900 in Las VegasVega Bundy has mandatory court appearance

on April 8th If he failsfail to appear bench warrant is immediately issuesissue APP offered to

periodically contact Bundy and his employer via phone to confirm his location and were

willing to travel to his place of work and home to further confirm his whereaboutswhereabout if the need

arose Lance has suspended driversdriver license and doesdoe not own car/truck He travelstravel on

moped and would likely need someone to drive him to Bunkerville While these actionsaction may
not stop Lance from traveling to Bunkerville to assist his family they do provide some

significant obstaclesobstacle and an early warning mechanism for BLM to monitor his movementsmovement In

addition given his suspended DL his inability to carry firearm Felon and the strict

stipulationsstipulation of his probation BLM has several avenuesavenue to remove Lance from the fray if he

doesdoe in fact show up

DAVE BUNDY THREAT LEVEL LOW/MODERATE

Although vocal and staunch supporter of his father and his fathersfather political viewpointsviewpoint BLM
has no indicationsindication that Dave supportssupport or would become involved in any violent activitiesactivitie He

has no prior criminal record and BLM was unable to surface any anecdotal information
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regarding prior or current issuesissue with law enforcement Dave is businessbusines owner pilot and

appearsappear to be family man During the 2012 interviewsinterview he stated were not violent people
and that to avoid confrontation between BLM and the Bundy family Sheriff Gillespie needed to

uphold our oathsoath of office and protect Cliven BundysBundy life liberty and property Mr Bundy
denied he would do anything stupid and would simply support my dad BLM AgentsAgent
attempted to contact Dave in March 2014 for follow-up interview but he refused to return

their callscall and BLM was unable to locate his current residence Given his prior support for his

dad it is highly possible Dave will travel from Utah to Bunkerville during the operation and/or

serve as BundysBundy media spokesman

AMMON BUNDY THREAT LEVEL LOW

In 1998 Ammon was charged with Resisting Arrest and Obstructing an Officer but has no

recent criminal history Presently Ammon and his family live in Arizona where he ownsown
seemingly profitable trucking businessbusines During the 2012 interviewsinterview his political rhetoric

mirrored those of his father and brothersbrother however he did not make any threat veiled or

otherwise regarding his familysfamily response to perceived government threat He stated that he
will do whatever his father tellstell him to do when the BLM operation beginsbegin Ammon has not

been contacted since thisthi interview therefore it is unknown whether he would travel to

Nevada at the onset of an operation and what his involvement would entail

OTHER INNER CIRCLE MEMBERSMEMBER THREAT LEVEL LOW/MODERATE

During the 2012 threat assessment processproces analystsanalyst identified Corey Houston BundysBundy
nephew and Doug Duran Bundy BundysBundy brother as two potential supporterssupporter of concern

Based on social media analysisanalysi both men remain in contact with BundysBundy immediate family

however there is limited information regarding their stance on BundysBundy fight with BLM In

2012 Houston adamantly defended BundysBundy actionsaction and railed on the BLMsBLM harassment of

him and his family Houston who is employed by the Clark County Fire Department and often

opensopen carriescarrie Glock pistol assessed that the localslocal would protest non-violently on behalf of

Bundy but would be prepared to amp thingsthing up in response to BLMsBLM actionsaction Doug Bundy was

not interviewed by the assessment teamsteam nor is there much information available on social

media regarding his political leaningsleaning or current activitiesactivitie In 2012 Doug was identified during

an interview of another family member as being someone to look out for Between 1992 and

2008 Doug was charged with several DUIsDUI concealed weaponsweapon misdemeanor and Battery

Given BundysBundy extensive family tree it is hard to say who else may join up with him to support

his effortseffort during the operation Social media analysisanalysi identified several extended family

membersmember with similar political viewsview as Bundy and few who reposted articlesarticle related to

BundysBundy cause However with our limited information it is difficult to assessasses if any of these

individualsindividual will actively join Bundy in any anti-BLM activity during the operation While

several of BundysBundy daughtersdaughter appear to support their fathersfather cause and maintain similar

political viewsview BLM has seen no active participation on their partspart PreviousPreviou threat

assessmentsassessment identified Duane Magoon DOB 6/30/62 and Shem Teerlink DOB 8/18/65 as

close associatesassociate and supporterssupporter of Bundy Neither has criminal record nor presentspresent any
immediate concern however they may join Bundy in his effortseffort

RISK MITIGATION

BLM AgentsAgent have established variousvariou mechanismsmechanism to monitor social media sitessite and other

online outletsoutlet in an attempt to identify any unknown playersplayer within BundysBundy inner circle who

may pose threat to our operation If new person is identified AgentsAgent will immediately
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begin to analyze their activitiesactivitie and develop plansplan to mitigate the risksrisk the pose ThisThi online

monitoring also providesprovide mechanism for BLM to monitor the pulse of several membersmember of

BundysBundy inner circle and their immediate family membersmember which may enable OfficersOfficer to get

ahead of major crisiscrisi before it implodesimplode

RISK FACTOR

Local ProtestorsProtestor Sagebrush Rebellion Activity

THREAT LEVEL MODERATE

When thisthi issue first arose in the 1990s1990 Bundy was actively supported by the variousvariou States-RightsStates-Right

movementsmovement many of whom aligned with the Sagebrush Rebellion movement These groupsgroup with

Sovereign Citizen philosophiesphilosophie supported anti-federal standsstand and claimed that the federal government
did not have jurisdiction over federal landsland or the people on them Bundy was actively supported by

group known as the County Alliance to Restore the Economy and Environment CAREE In

Washington TimesTime article dated March 19 1994 CAREE representative stated ...Mr Bundy and

other southern Nevada ranchersrancher are preparing for the BLMsBLM arrival at his ranch.. if agentsagent arrive The

plan is to make show of civil disobedience by blocking cow penspen and other entrancesentrance preferably

under the unblinking gaze of the television camerascamera

While CAREE appearsappear to be defunct similar groupsgroup have likely taken its place Over the last few yearsyear
Bundy has focused on exploiting social media and the internet to get his message out to broader

community He can be seen on YouTube and other websiteswebsite giving guest lectureslecture to spirited audiencesaudience

of ConstitutionalistsConstitutionalist Independent Cattlemen and StatesState RightsRight activistsactivist As such he has broadened his

support base and garnered the approval of myriad of political groupsgroup nationwide While it is unclear

how many of these groupsgroup and individual supporterssupporter will actually move past verbal support and into

active protest there is high probability that thisthi operation will generate reasonable crowd of

protestorsprotestor It is common for BLM to get protest groupsgroup when it performsperform any gathers/impoundmentsgathers/impoundment
These groupsgroup include animal rightsright groupsgroup ranchersrancher rightsright groupsgroup Native American rightsright groupsgroup etc

These groupsgroup have made appearancesappearance at impoundsimpound under similar circumstancescircumstance such as the Dann

sisterssister impound in northern Nevada As such BLM must plan for that contingency at the Bunkerville

gather as well These protestsprotest are usually non-violent but BLM must be prepared to manage these

typestype of groupsgroup no matter what level of resistance they use In addition BLM assessesassesse that there is

possibility that Bundy supporterssupporter may resort to Sagebrush Rebellion-style tacticstactic to thwart our

operationsoperation ThisThi would include freeing cowscow from penspen sabotaging equipment and vehiclesvehicle

interrupting convoysconvoy by blocking roadsroad hindering freedom of movement and interfering with gather

operationsoperation

Online monitoring has yet to see rally cry from any of these sympathetic groupsgroup however word is

only just getting out regarding the timing of the operation It is possible that over the next few weeksweek
groupsgroup will begin to plan organized eventsevent in support of Bundy In mid-March 2014 BLM received

information indicating that group of Bundy supporterssupporter from Piute County UT planned to travel to

Nevada and block local roadsroad leading to variousvariou collection sitessite thusthu hindering operationsoperation ThisThi same

group may be planning to obstruct operationsoperation at the auction site either through active protestsprotest or by

hindering the movement of the cattle into the auction area

While these groupsgroup may start off as non-violent given the volatility of the situation the emotionally

charged environment created by Bundy and his sonsson and the likely presence of personal firearmsfirearm the

situation could devolve quickly Bundy and his sonsson seem to be waiting for BLM to crosscros the line in
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order to respond back with some level of violence An overzealousoverzealou response by LEOsLEO to seemingly

non-violent action could provide the perfect springboard for Bundy and his supporterssupporter to take thingsthing
to the next level

RISK MITIGATION Please see above Risk Mitigation- Tactical for additional information

The demographicsdemographic in the area have changed significantly over the past 15 yearsyear There are far fewer

ranchersrancher and the local community appearsappear to be growing tired of the nuisance that BundysBundy cattle

pose September 29 2011 article in the Mesquite Citizen Journal entitled Tragedy StrikesStrike

Heritage GardensGarden detailed how BundysBundy cattle had destroyed the non-profit organizationsorganization fund-

raising garden There have been several other documented incidentsincident where BundysBundy cattle have

gotten onto golf coursescourse and other city areasarea causing damage and scaring local citizenscitizen As such

Bundy may not garner as much local support as he hopeshope forcing him to rely on non-local groupsgroup to

provide the massesmasse he claimsclaim he can bring to bear However these groupsgroup will have to travel into

town and be willing to remain onsite at their own personal expense which may limit their numbersnumber

In the event of blockade by protest group BLM has secured heavy equipment mover which will

be on site at the ICP and has contracted for heavy tow truck which will be available as needed BLM
has established an SOP for an involuntary vehicle removal operation which will be briefed to the

LEOsLEO prior to execution

RISK FACTOR
External Threat

Violent ExtremistsExtremist GroupsGroup Lone Wolf

THREAT LEVEL LOW

To date BLM has not identified any linkslink between Bundy or any of his close contactscontact to violent anti-

government anti-law enforcement extremist groupsgroup At thisthi time there is no intelligence available

indicating that any of the groupsgroup are aware of thisthi operation or specifically interested in BundysBundy cause

However BundysBundy rhetoric and the nature of his argument against BLM may resonate with violent

Sovereign Citizen-esque organization As such there is remote possibility that violent anti-

government group or similarly inclined lone wolf could become motivated by BundysBundy story and

insert themselvesthemselve into the fray without BundysBundy involvement or knowledge Given that the operation

involvesinvolve dozensdozen of federal agentsagent operating in small groupsgroup in remote areasarea over the course of several

weeksweek LEO teamsteam may present an attractive target for an organized armed group looking to kill

federal agent

RISK MITIGATION Please see above Risk Mitigation- Tactical for additional information

BLM FBI and local LEOsLEO will continue to monitor incoming intelligence and tap into local sourcessource as

available BLM will maintain an open line of communication to the LVMPD and the State Fusion cell

to monitor any new intelligence as the operation unfoldsunfold BLM has coordinated with both LVMPD
and FBI SWAT teamsteam to provide assistance if violent encounter should occur or one is forecasted

FBI SWAT also included helicopter response team in their package and an MRAP vehicle USPP

SETT will be present at the First Amendment site to respond to any issuesissue in that area of the

operation and to provide additional critical response anywhere within the AOR
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